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Four Juveniles Arrested in Shooting Incident

Tacoma, Wash. – On June 5, 2022, at 7:39 p.m., South Sound 911 received multiple calls regarding gunfire being heard in the 1600 block of S. 47th St. Four juveniles were seen shooting at a vehicle that fled the area. The juveniles had then been seen running between houses.

Two occupied homes were struck by the gunfire. One resident reported rounds had broken a window and lodged in a piece of furniture while they were in the home. A second resident had rounds come through their living room wall a few feet from where they had been sitting. A third resident had rounds go through their fence.

Witnesses were interviewed, and video surveillance was reviewed by responding officers. Probable cause was developed to arrest the four juveniles seen fleeing the scene for Assault 1.

K923 and his partner K9 Ice responded to assist officers with the search for the suspects. K9 Ice located the four suspects hiding in a yard in the 1400 block of S. 49th St. The suspects were taken into custody without incident or canine contact.

The four suspects are a 13-year-old male, a 15-year-old male, a 15-year-old female, and a 17-year-old male.

The suspects were booked for Assault 1.
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